THE SUMMER OF SOCIAL TRAVEL
by rose de fremery

t’s summer, and as sunny days stretch out along the
calendar from June through August, many of us are looking
forward to a relaxing vacation. Planning a trip? Whether
you’ve already got one scheduled or haven’t even given it
a moment’s thought, there is an expanding assortment of social
travel sites ready to help you easily conceive and plan a getaway
that’s all your own.

I

By now, we’re used to thinking of trip
planning in terms of a search. With a
possible destination already in mind, you
go straight to a site like TripAdvisor or
Expedia. After plugging in the name of
the place you want to visit, you browse
attractions of interest, read a few reviews,
and then sift through search results for
deals on accommodation and airfare to

How do you locate even more interestyou have arrived at your destination?
And how do you share that experience
with friends and family? Whereas earlier
you a hotel reservation or a plane ticket, more and more social
travel sites are arranging themselves around your preferences and
your social networks, letting those aspects drive the process of
planning a trip instead.
Gogobot is fast becoming a hub for social travel, having recently
logged one million registered users. The startup was founded
to ease frustration involved with what CEO Travis Katz saw as a

“Once my account setup
was complete, I was treated
to a gorgeous photo of a
temple in Seoul, Korea.”

broken, cumbersome search process that didn’t draw upon each
person’s unique interests. As a result, Gogobot is geared towards
speedily surfacing the information you want. As soon as you log in
tions, asking you to log previously visited locations so they can be
Personal recommendations are the centerpiece of the site, so you are of course
encouraged to chip in with expertise on
places you’ve been. Likewise, if you’re
contemplating a trip, you can ask questions of the community to get insider
tips. The minute you begin planning
your trip, a personalized page opens
with suggestions on things to do, places
to stay, and restaurants you might like.
A map appears at the right, and below
it are several recommendations from
active Gogobot users. You can add attractions and accommodations to your
trip and then save the whole package for
future reference.
Wisely recognizing that the future of
social travel is very much intertwined with mobile access, Gogobot
travel in which you actually hit the road and start your trip. If you
tap on Explore, the app uses your current location to provide recommendations on nearby activities, hotels, and restaurants. You
including cute frames in the style of a postcard you might see on
account to feed check-ins into Gogobot, those check-ins will
begin appearing in your personalized Destination Guides. When
a recent trip to Singapore appeared in my Singapore Destination
Guide, creating a useful journal that I can easily refer to the next
time I plan a trip there.
thetically pleasing eye candy, to inspire the prospective traveler.
order to generate custom recommendations. Once you’ve signed
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in using your Facebook or
of business is to tag your
travel interests with catego-

“Wanderfly has the more leisurely
feel of a coffee table art book
designed to stir daydreams about
faraway destinations.”
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ers who want to stretch their

bargains on hostels all over
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Access more resources now
by scanning this or any page
with the Eye Capture app!
See page 6 for instructions.
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